SLAM technology has recently seen many successes and attracted the attention of high-technological companies. However, how to unify the interface of existing or emerging algorithms, and effectively perform benchmark about the speed, robustness and portability are still problems. In this paper, we propose a novel SLAM platform named GSLAM, which not only provides evaluation functionality, but also supplies useful toolkit for researchers to quickly develop their SLAM systems. Our core contribution is an universal, cross-platform and full open-source SLAM interface for both research and commercial usage, which is aimed to handle interactions with input dataset, SLAM implementation, visualization and applications in an unified framework. Through this platform, users can implement their own functions for better performance with plugin form and further boost the application to practical usage of the SLAM.
Introduction
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is a hot research topic in computer vision and robotics for several decades since the 1980s [3, 10, 14] . SLAM provides fundamental function for many applications that need real-time navigation like robotics, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), autonomous driving, as well as virtual and augmented reality. In recent years, SLAM technology develops rapidly and a variety of SLAM systems have been proposed, including monocular SLAM system (key-point based [12, 37, 49] , direct [15, 16, 53] and semi-direct methods [22, 23] ), multisensor SLAM (RGBD [7, 36, 68] , Stereo [17, 23, 51] and inertial aided methods [45, 56, 66] ), learning based SLAM (supervised [6, 55, 67] and unsupervised methods [71, 72] ). However, with the rapidly developing SLAM technology, almost all the researchers focus on the theory and implementation of their own SLAM systems, which makes it difficult to exchange ideas and not easy to port the implementation to other systems. This prevents the quick apply to various industry fields. Currently, there exist many implementations of SLAM systems, how to effectively perform benchmark about the speed, robustness and portability is still a problem. Recently, Nardi et al. [52] and Bodin et al. [4] proposed uniform SLAM benchmark systems to perform quantitative, comparable and validatable experimental research for investigating trade-offs among various SLAM systems. Through these systems, the evaluation experiments can be easily performed by using the dataset, and metric evaluation modules.
As those systems only provide evaluation benchmarks, we consider it is possible to build a platform to serve the whole life-circle of SLAM algorithms including development, evaluation and application stages. In addition, deep learning based SLAM has achieved remarkable progress in recent years, it is necessary to create a platform which not only supports C++ but also Python for better supporting integration for geometric and deep learning based SLAM system. Therefore, in this paper we introduce a novel S-LAM platform which provides not only evaluation functionality, but also useful toolkit for researchers to quickly develop their own SLAM systems. Through this platform, frequently used functions are provided with plugin forms, therefore, users could implement their own projects with directly using them or creating their own functions for better performance. We hope this platform could further boost the SLAM systems to practical applications. In summary, the main contributions of this work are as follows:
1. We presented an universal, cross-platform and full open-source SLAM platform for both research and commercial usages, which is beyond that of previous benchmarks. The SLAM interface is consisted by several lightweight, dependency-free headers, which makes it easy to interact with different datasets, S-LAM algorithms and applications with plugin forms in an unified framework. In addition, both JavaScript and Python are also provided for web based and deep learning based SLAM applications.
2. We introduced three optimized modules as utility classes including Estimator, Optimizer and Vocabulary in the proposed GSLAM platform. Estimator aims to provide a collection of close-form solvers cover all interesting cases with robust sample consensus (RANSAC); Optimizer aims to provide an unified interface for popular nonlinear SLAM problems; Vocabulary aims to provide an efficient and portable bag of words implementation for place recolonization with multi-thread and SIMD optimization.
3. Benefit from the above interface, we implemented and evaluated plugins for existing datasets, SLAM implementations and visualized applications in an unified framework, and emerging benchmark or applications could be further integrated easily in the future.
The source code of GSLAM with documentation wiki has been released, which can be found at our GitHub 1 .
Related Works
In this section, we will briefly review the SLAM techniques including methods, systems and benchmarks.
Simultaneous Localization And Mapping
SLAM techniques build a map of an unknown environment and localize the sensor in the map with a strong focus on real-time operation. Early SLAM are mostly based on extended kalman filter (EKF) [12] . The 6 DOF motion parameters and 3D landmarks are probabilistically represented as a single state vector. The complexity of classic EKF grows quadratically with the number of landmarks, restricting its scalability. In recent years, SLAM technology develops rapidly and lots of monocular visual SLAM systems including key-point based [12, 37, 49] , direct [15, 16, 53] and semi-direct methods [22, 23] are proposed. However, monocular SLAM systems lack scale information and are not able to handle pure rotation situation, then, some other multi-sensor SLAM systems including RGBD [7, 36, 68] , Stereo [17, 23, 51] and inertial aided methods [45, 56, 66] are being studied for higher robustness and precision.
While a large number of SLAM algorithms have been presented, there has little effort to unify the interface of such algorithms, or to perform a holistic comparison of their capabilities. Implementations of these SLAM algorithms are often released as standalone executables rather than as libraries, and often do not conform to any standard structure. 1 https://github.com/zdzhaoyong/GSLAM Recently, supervised [6, 55, 67] and unsupervised [71, 72] deep learning based visual odometers (VO) present novel ideas compared to traditional geometry based methods, but it is still not easy to optimize the predicted poses further for consistencies of multiple keyframes. GSLAM could help them for obtaining better global consistency, it is more easier to visualize or evaluate the results, and further be applied to various industry fields.
Computer Vision and Robotics Platform
Within the robotics and computer vision community, robotics middle-ware (e.g., ROS [57] ) presents a very convenient communication way between nodes and is favored by most robotics researchers. Lots of SLAM implementations provide ROS wrapper to subscribe sensor data and publish visualization results. But it does not unify the input and output of SLAM implementations and is hard to further evaluate different SLAM systems. In this paper, GSLAM provides an alternative option to replace ROS inside the S-LAM implementation, and maintains the compatibility.
SLAM Benchmarks
Currently, there exist several SLAM Benchmarks, including KITTI Benchmark Suite [28] , TUM RGB-D Benchmarking [62] and ICL-NUIM RGB-D Benchmark Dataset [32] , which only provide evaluation functionality. In addition, SLAMBench2 [4] expanded these benchmarks into algorithms and datasets, which requires users to make released implementation SLAMBench2-compatible for evaluation and it is difficult to extend to further applications. Different from these systems, the proposed GSLAM platform provides a solution which serves the whole life-circle of the SLAM implementation from development, evaluation to application. We provide useful toolkit for researchers to quickly develop their own SLAM system, and further visualization, evaluation and applications are developed based on an unified interface.
General SLAM Framework
The core work of GSLAM is to provide a general S-LAM interface and framework. For better experience, the interface is designed to be lightweight, which is consisted by several headers and only relies on the C++11 standard library. And based on the interface, script language like JavaScript and Python are supported. In this section, the GSLAM framework is presented and a brief introduction of several basic interface classes is given.
Framework Overview
The framework of GSLAM is shown in Fig. 1 , generally speaking, the interface is aimed to handle interaction with three parts: 2. The SLAM implementation. GSLAM treats each implementation as a plugin library. It is very easy for developers to design a SLAM implementation based on the GSLAM interface and utility classes. Developers can also wrap the implementation using the interface without extra dependency imported. Users can focus on the development of core algorithms without caring the input and output which should be handled outside the SLAM implementation.
3. The visualization part or applications using SLAM results. After SLAM implementations handled the input frames, users probably want to demonstrate or utilize the results. For generality, SLAM results should be published in a standard format. Default GSLAM uses Qt for visualization, but users are free to implement a customized visualizer and add application plugins such as an evaluation application.
The framework is designed to be compatible with different kinds of SLAM implementations include but not limited to monocular, stereo, RGBD and multiple camera visual inertial odometer with multi-sensor fusion. And now it best match feature based implementations while direct or deep learning based SLAM systems are also supported. As modern deep learning platforms and developers prefer Python for coding, GSLAM provides Python binding and thus developers are able to implement a SLAM using Python and call it with GSLAM or call a C++ based SLAM implementation with Python. Moreover, GSLAM could be used to train SLAM-modules, the supervised procedure can be summarized as: 1) compute sparse depth maps and camera poses with traditional SLAM plugin; 2) use the depth maps and camera poses as supervision to train estimators. GSLAM can also apply an unsupervised method to jointly learns depth and pose estimators, which only requires image sequence without ground truth depth for training via dataset plugins. Then, multi-view geometry constrains as losses are employed to train the network.
Basic Interface Classes
There are some data structures that are often used by the SLAM interface, including the parameter setting/reading, image format, pose transformation, camera model and map data structures. Here is going to give a brief introduction of some basic interface classes.
Parameter Setting
GSLAM uses a tiny arguments parsing and parameter setting class Svar, which only consists of a single header file depending on C++11 with the following features:
1. Arguments parsing and configure loading with help information. Similar to popular argument parsing tools like Google gflags 2 , the variable configuration could be loaded from arguments, files and system environment. Users could also define different types of parameters with introduction which will be shown in help.
2.
A tiny script language with variable, function and condition, which makes configure file more powerful.
3. Thread-safe variable binding and sharing. Variables used with very high frequency are suggested to bind with pointer or reference, which provides high efficiency along with convenience.
4. Simple function definition and calling from both C++ or plain script. A binding between command and function helps developers decouple the file dependencies.
5. Support tree structure presentation, which means it is easy to load or save configuration with XML, JSON and YAML formats.
Intra-Process Messaging
As ROS presents a very convenient communication way between nodes and is favored by most robotics researchers. Inspired by the ROS2 messaging architecture, GSLAM implements a similar intra-process communication utility class named Messenger. This provides an alternative option to replace ROS inside the SLAM implementation and maintains the compatibility. Due to the intra-process design, the Messenger is able to publish and subscribe any class without extra cost. More features are listed below:
1. The interface keeps ROS style and easily for users to get started. And all ROS defined messages are supported, which means very few works are needed to replace the original ROS messaging.
2. Since there is no serialization and data transferring, messages can be sent without latency and extra cost. Meanwhile the payload is not limited to ROS defined messages but any copyable data structures are supported.
3. The source are header files only based on C++11 with no extra dependency, which makes it portable.
4. The API is thread-safe and supports multi-thread condition notify when the queue size is greater than zero. Both topic name and RTTI data structure check are done before a publisher and subscriber are connected from each other to ensure correct calls.
3D Transformation
Rotation, rigid and similarity are three of the most used transformations in SLAM research. A similarity transformation of a point p = (x, y, z) T is common to use a 4 × 4 homogeneous transformation matrix or decompose such a matrix into rotational and translational components: 
Here R ∈ R 3×3 represents the rotation matrix, which is given as a member of the SO(3) Lie group [31] with three unit direction axises. t ∈ R 3 means the translation and s is the scale factor. The similarity transform matrix belongs to the SIM (3) group. When the scale s = 1, the transform becomes a rigid transform and belongs to the SE(3) group.
For the rotational component, there are several choices for representation, including the matrix, Euler angle, unit quaternion and Lie algebra so (3) . For a given transformation, we can use any of these for representation and can convert one to another. However, we need to pay close attention to the selected representation when we consider multiple transformations and manifold optimization. The matrix representation is overparamatrized with 9 parameters where as the rotation only has 3 degrees of freedom (DOF). The Euler angle representation uses 3 variable and is easy to understand but faces the well-known gimbal lock problem and not convenience to multiple transformations. The unit quaternion is the most efficient way to perform multiple and Lie algebra is the common representation to perform manifold optimization. The matrix representation of rotation R is calculated from φ ∈ R 3 using the exponential function according to Lie algebra so(3):
Where a is the rotation axis and θ is the angle to rotate. φ ∧ is the skew-symmetric matrix of φ.
Similarly the Lie algebra of rigid and similarity transformation se(3) and sim(3) are defined. GSLAM uses quaternion to represent the rotational component and provide functions converting from one representation to other representations. Table 1 demonstrates our transforms implementation with comparison to three other popular implementations Sophus, TooN and Ceres. Since Ceres implementation uses the angle axis representation, the rotation exponential and logarithm are not needed. As the table demonstrates, the GSLAM implementation outperforms due to the use of quaternion and better optimization, while TooN utilizes the matrix implementation and outperforms on point transformation.
Image Format
Image data storing and transferring are two of the most important functions for visual SLAM. For efficiency and convenience, GSLAM utilizes a data structure GImage which is compatible to cv::Mat. It has a smart point counter for safely memory free and is easy to be transfered without memory copy. And the data pointer is aligned so that it would be easier for single instruction multiple data (SIMD) speed up. Users can convert between GImage and cv::Mat seamlessly and safely without memory copy.
Camera Models
A camera model should be defined to project a 3D point p c from camera coordinates to 2D pixel x. One most popular camera model is the pinhole model where the projection can be represented by multiply an intrinsic matrix K known as:
As images for SLAM possibly contain radial and tangential distortion due to imperfect manufacturing or are captured with a fish-eye or panorama camera, different camera models are proposed to describe the projection. GSLAM provides implementations including the OpenCV [24] (used by ORBSLAM [51] ), ATAN (used by PTAM [37] ) and O-CamCalib [59] (used by MultiCol-SLAM [65] ). Users are also easy to inherit the class and implement some other camera models like Kannala-Brandt [35] and Equirectangular panorama model.
Map Data Structure
For a SLAM implementation, its goal is to localize the realtime poses and generate a map. GSLAM suggests an unified map data structure which is consisted by several mapframes and mappoints. This data structure is appropriate for most Mapframes are used to represent location statuses in different times with various information captured by sensors or estimated results including IMU or GPS raw data, depth information and camera models. Relationships between them are estimated by SLAM implementations and their connections form a pose graph.
Mappoints are used to express the environment observed by frames, which are generally used by feature based methods. However, a mappoint could not only represents a keypoint but also a GCP, edge line or 3D object. Their correspondences with mapframes form an observation graph which are often called as bundle graph.
SLAM Implementation Utilities
For making things easier to implement a SLAM system, GSLAM provides some utility classes. This section will briefly introduce three optimized modules named Estimator, Optimizer and Vocabulary.
Estimator
The purely geometric computation remains a fundamental problem that requires robust and accurate real-time solutions. Both classical visual SLAM algorithms [22, 37, 49] ) or modern visual-inertial solutions [45, 56, 66] rely on geometric vision algorithms for initialization, relocalization and loop-closure. OpenCV [5] provides several geometry 
Dataset
Year Environment Type KITTI [29] 2012 outdoors multi-cam, imu TUMRGBD [63] 2012 indoors RGBD ICL [32] 2014 simulation RGBD TUMMono [18] 2016 indoors mono Euroc [9] 2016 indoors stereo, imu NPUDroneMap [8] 2016 aerial mono TUMVI [60] 2018 in/outdoors stereo, imu CVMono [5] --mono ROS [57] --algorithms and Kneip presents a toolbox for geometric vision OpenGV [39] which is limited to camera pose computation. Estimator of GSLAM aims to provide a collection of close-form solvers cover all interesting cases with robust sample consensus (RANSAC) [19] methods. Table 2 lists the algorithms supported by the estimator. They are divided into three categories according to the given observations. 2D-2D matches are used to estimate epipolar or homography constraints and relative pose could be decomposed from them. 2D-3D correspondences are used to estimate both central or non-central absolute pose for monocular or multiple camera systems, which is the famous PnP problem. 3D geometry functions such as plane fitting, and estimating the SIM 3 transformation of two point clouds are also supported. Most algorithms are implemented depending on the linear algebra library Eigen, which is header-only and readily for most platforms.
Optimizer
Nonlinear optimization is the core part of state-of-the-art geometric SLAM systems. Due to the high dimensionality and sparseness of Hessian matrix, graph structures are used to modeling complex estimation problems for SLAM. Several frameworks including Ceres [1] , G2O [43] and GT-SAM [13] are proposed to solve general graph optimization problems. These frameworks are popular used by different SLAM systems. ORB-SLAM [49, 51] , SVO [22, 23] use G2O for bundle adjustment and pose graph optimization. OKVIS [45] , VINS [56] use Ceres for graph optimization with IMU factors and sliding window is used to control the computation complex. Forster et al. present a visual-initial method [21] based on SVO and implement the back-end with GTSAM.
Optimizer of GSLAM aims to provide an unified interface for most of nonlinear SLAM problems such as PnP solver, bundle adjustment, pose graph optimization. A general implementation plugin for these problems is carried out based on the Ceres library. For a particular problem such as bundle adjustment, some more efficient implementations such as PBA [70] and ICE-BA [46] could also be provided as a plugin. With the optimizer utility, developers are able to access different implementations with an united interface, particularly for deep learning based SLAM systems.
Vocabulary
Place recognition is one of the most important part for SLAM relocalization and loop detection. Bag of words (BoW) approach is popular used in SLAM systems since its efficiency and performance. FabMap [11] [30] propose a probabilistic approach to the problem of recognizing places based on their appearance, which is used by RSLAM [47] , LSD-SLAM [16] . As it uses float descriptors like SIFT and SURF, DBoW2 [25] builds a vocabulary tree for training and detection, which supports both binary and float descriptors. Rafael presents two improved versions of DBoW2 named DBoW3 and FBoW [48] , which simplify the interface and accelerate the training and loading speed. After ORB-SLAM [49] adopts the ORB [58] descriptor and uses DBoW2 for loop detection [50] , relocalization and fast matching, a varies of SLAM systems such as ORB-SLAM2 [51] , VINS-Mono [56] and LDSO [26] use DBoW3 for loop detection. It has become the most popular tool to implement place recognition for SLAM systems.
Inspired by the above works, GSLAM carries out a header only implementation of DBoW3 vocabulary with the following features:
1. Removed OpenCV dependency and the all functions are implemented within one single header file only depending on C++11.
2. Combined the advantages of both DBoW2/3 and F-BoW [48] which are extremely fast and easy to use. Interface similar to DBoW3 is provided and both binary and float descriptors are accelerated using SSE and AVX instructions. [15] , semi-direct visual odometer SVO [22, 23] , feature based ORBSLAM [49, 51] , global SfM system TheiaSfM [64] and dense depth learning [2] .
3. We improved the memory usage and accelerated the speed of loading, saving or training a vocabulary and transformation from images features to a BoW vector.
A comparison of the four implementations is demonstrated in Table 3 . In the experiment, each parent node has 10 children, and for ORB feature detection we use the ORB-SLAM [51] , and SiftGPU [69] is used for SIFT detection. Two ORB vocabularies with 4 and 6 levels and one SIFT vocabulary are used in the results. Both FBoW and GSLAM use multi-thread for vocabulary training. Our implementation outperforms in almost all items including loading and saving the vocabulary, training a new vocabulary, transforming a descriptor list to a BoW vector for place recognition and a feature vector for fast feature matching. Furthermore, the GSLAM implementation uses less memory and allocates less pieces of dynamic memories as we found that the fragmentation problem is the main reason that DBoW2 needs lots of memory.
SLAM Evaluation Benchmark
Existed benchmarks [29, 63] need users download test datasets and upload results for precision evaluation, which are not able to unify the running environment and evaluate a fairy performance comparison. Benefit from the unified interface of GSLAM, the evaluation of SLAM systems becomes much more elegant. With help of GSLAM, developers just need to upload the SLAM plugin and various evaluations on speed, computation cost and accuracy could be done in a dockerlized environment with fixed resources.
In this section, an evaluation is carried out with three representative SLAM implementations on speed, accuracy, memory and CPU usages, which is performed to demonstrate the possibility of an united SLAM benchmark with different SLAM implementation plugins.
Datasets
A sensor data stream with corresponding configuration is always needed to run a SLAM system. For letting developers focus on the development of the core SLAM plugins, GSLAM provides a standard dataset interface where developers do not need to take care of the SLAM inputs. Both online sensor input and offline data are provided through different dataset plugins, and correct plugin is dynamic load-ed by identify the given dataset path suffix. A dataset implementation should provide all sensor stream requested with related configurations, thus no extra setting is needed for different datasets. All different sensor streams are published through Messenger introduced in Sec. 3.2.2 with standard topic names and data formats.
GSLAM has already implemented several popular visual SLAM dataset plugins which are listed in Table. 4. It is also very easy for users to implement a dataset plugin based on the header-only GSLAM core and publish it as a plugin or compile it along with the applications. Furthermore, We provide the screenshots that ORBSLAM can run on different datasets with only one parameter modified in Fig. 2 . It should be mentioned that since SVO, ORB-SLAM and TheiaSfM utilize the map data structure introduced in Sec. 3.2.6, the visualization is auto supported. The DSO implementation needs to publish the results such as pointcloud, camera poses, trajectory and pose graph for visualization just like the ROS based implementation does. Users are able to access different SLAM plugins with the unified framework and it is very convenient to develop a S-LAM based applications depending on the C++, Python and Node-JS interfaces. As many researchers use ROS for development, GSLAM also provides the ROS visualizer plugin to transfer the ROS defined messages seamlessly, and developers could utilize Rviz for display or continue to develop other ROS based applications.
SLAM Implementations

Evaluation
As most benchmarks only provide datasets with or without ground-truth for users to perform evaluations by themselves. GSLAM provides a build-in plugin and script tools for both computation performance and accuracy evaluation.
The sequence nostructure-texture-near-withloop from TUMRGBD dataset is used to demonstrate how the evaluation performs. And three open-source monocular SLAM plugins DSO, SVO and ORBSLAM are adopted for the following experiments. A computer with i7-6700 CPU, GTX The computation performance evaluation including memory usage, malloc numbers, CPU usage and time used by every-frame statistics are shown in Fig. 4 . The results demonstrate that SVO uses the least memory, CPU resources and obtains fastest speed. And all cost keeps stable since SVO is a visual odometer and just a local map is maintained inside the implementation. DSO mallocs fewer memory block numbers, but consumes more than 100M-B RAM which increases slowly. One problem of DSO is that the processing time increases dramatically when frame number is below 500, in addition, the processing times for key-frames are even longer. ORBSLAM uses the most CPU resources and the computation time is stable, but the memory usage increases fast and it allocates and frees a lot of memory blocks since the bundle adjustment uses the G2O library and no incremental optimization approach is used.
The odometer trajectory evaluation is presented in Fig.  5 . As we can see, SVO is faster but have much higher drift, while ORBSLAM achieves the best accuracy in terms of absolute pose error (APE). The relative pose error (RPE) are also provided, however due to the limitation of the para-graph, more experimental results are provided in the supplementary materials. Since the integrated evaluation is a pluggable plugin application, it can be reimplemented with more evaluation metrics such as the precision of pointcloud.
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce a novel and generic SLAM platform named GSLAM, which provides support from development, evaluation to application. Frequently used toolkits are provided by plugin form, and users can also easily develop their own modules. To make the platform easy to be used, we make the interfaces only depend C++11. In addition, Python and JavaScript interfaces are provided for better integrating traditional and deep learning based SLAM or distributed on the web.
